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approaching the final stage of arteriosclerosis. For months it had
been consistently abdicating in favour of anybody and every-
body, yet never definitely ridding itself of constitutional responsi-
bility. When the supreme crisis came the one fact that; was tally
appreciated was that not only the Allies but the nation with which
they had failed to identify themselves would hold them re-
sponsible. Helped to their decision by the ever louder growling
of the monster of revolution as he strained at the chain that
still held,, they abdicated in favour of the men of their despite—-
the parties of the peace resolution, and so by abdication took the
decision to surrender.
One must insist on the fact of abdication ad nausctun. The
victory of German democracy, the victory to which, according
to one set of political students, contemporary Oiennan history
had been steadily moving, was not won by the democracy, .Power
was placed in its hands because power was an embarrassment
to those who had held it so long. It is that fact that alone can
make comprehensible from the point of view of sane statesman-
ship why the Allies failed completely to realise the German
expectations and treat the democracy more lightly than it hud
proposed to treat the autocracy. Any realist student of the situation
might have been pardoned for thinking that the establishment
of the parliamentary regime was a mere soldier's trick of
camouflage, a military measure, and that, if the trick succeeded,,
the camouflage would be dropped and the autocracy restored,
Actually that was in the minds of many upholders of the regime,
though not in that of the government,, as subsequent events
were to prove.
Although much of the personnel of the old regime remained
to serve the new, the old regime definitely abdicated. The
Emperor summoned the parliamentary majority to power; the
doctrine of ministerial responsibility to Parliament was accepted;
the vague promises of constitutional reform became in some
cases reality, in others definite pledges; a parliamentary cabinet
was formed in which Socialists held high office. As if by magic
the whole apparatus and paraphernalia of government adapted
itself to the new conditions; the cabinet asked for an armistice

